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Afghanistan – The Right Inputs

The Right Inputs

- Personnel and Resources
- ANSF / ALP Growth
- Significant Security Progress
- Governance and Development
- Reintegration
- Transition

ANSF / ALP Growth
Predator / Reaper
Developing Governance
MRAPs / MATVs
Personnel / Resources
PGSS / PTDS

Mazar-e Sharif
Panjshir
Kabul
Metherlam
Bamyan
Herat
Lashkar Gah
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United States Forces - Afghanistan

Afghanistan – Support and Sustainment

- Equip Sourcing / Fielding
- Basing Strategy / Engineering
- Force Protection
- Communications
- Logistics and Sustainment
- Medical Support

Base Construction
MRAP Recovery Vehicle
Cheetah System
Medical Evacuation
Route Clearance
Logistics / Sustainment

UNCLASSIFIED
Evolving Mission Challenges

United States Forces - Afghanistan

Ongoing Initiatives
- COIN Contracting
- Host Nation Trucking
- GLOC Pilferage
- Afghan Trucking Network
- Industrial Development

Ring Road Construction
Host Nation Trucking
Biometrics
Industrial Development Kandahar Power Initiative
COIN Contracting
GLOC Velocity
Counter Pilferage
Challenges and Questions